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V06: Signal processing 
“In theory, theory and practice are the same. In practice, they are not.” 

→ when we work with signals must know identity of the signals 

Goal: making it possible to observe and extract the relevant information contained in a signal that is 

acquired by a sensor. 

 

1. Motivation example: Electromyography 

What’s? 

Electromyography is the study of muscle function through the inquiry of 

the electrical signal the muscles emanate 

Signal Properties and issues 

- wide frequency spectrum (20–500 Hz) 

- requires at least 1000 Hz sampling rate and thus large memory storage 

- signal quality affected by 

o electrode material and placement 

o skin preparation 

o crosstalk from other muscles (electrodes over the skin → receive input from many muscles) 

o noise: ECG crosstalk, A/C power grid hum @ 50/60 Hz 

Signal Processing 

 

- BIOAMP: low frequency 

- Full Wave Rectify: negative values flipped 

to positive 

- Low pass Filtering: to extract the envelope 

of the signal above 

Based on the impact of the signal, which 

mathematical operation does the rectification 

correspond to? →  

 

- Bandstop filter: to move noise from 50 Hz 

to 20-500 Hz 

- Bandpass filter: cuts signal down 

What’s the motivation for the “Preamplifier” 

before the Anti-aliasing filter? 

Artifacts 

 

Applications 

All applications include recording the data, processing and visualization 

- offline analysis: signal post recorded when people are doing precise exercise e.g. walking, 

exercises, balance… → all 

- online real-time processing 
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2. Digital Signal Processing 

2.1. ETHZ MegaPaddle 

- 1 degree of freedom 

- rotational centre (rotational joint) 

- DC motor with optical encoder → force transmission to paddle by 

friction transmission 

- real-time control target: control all system → contrains a computer which can acquire data and 

process the system and send information to power amplifier 

- DC power supply: power all device 

 

2.2. Data acquisition 

- input side: position encoder, located on the back of the 

motor 

- output side: motor itself which transmit force that act on 

the puddle 

 

2.3. Analog to Digital Conversion (ADC) 

Analog to Digital Conversion (ADC) Time Sampling of Continuous Signals 

 

- time interval 

separated by period T 

- for each time 

interval: recording 

amplitude of the 

underlying continuous 

analogue signal → line 

- ability to reconstruct original signal depend 

on T, how fair are measurements… 

 

2.3.1. Recapitulation of Fourier Transform 

Different Representations of the Same 

Information 

Different Representations of the Same 

Information 

 

Fourier Transform look at 

signals from the pint of view of 

their frequency content and 

split signals into sinusoid of 

different frequencies and 

amplitudes 

Fourier Transforms: Time and Frequency 

Domains 

Fourier transforms: motivation 

 

resulting signal (red) is decomposed into signes 

of specific frequencies and amplitude → separation 

and grouping according to the frequency 

 

- if difficult to resolve in time domain → 

bypassing into frequency problem → 

solving problem → back to time domain 
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- FT helps to reduce amount of information 

needed to represent the signal (100 values 

→ 6 values) 

- remotion of noise in time domain is very 

difficult, remotion of noise in frequency 

domain is easier 

Fourier transforms: time-frequency 

relationships 

Fourier transforms: linear property 

- time resolution 

increase 

- frequency 

resolution decrease 

 

Convolution Fourier transforms: Convolution Theorem 

if I want 

convolve 

signal f with 

signal g 

 

- inverting 

signal g 

- sliding signal g passed signal f 

- as the two slide each others → looking at 

amount of surface covered by the two → 

resulting signal 

- going until max point of overlap (cover 

surface) 

- multiplication in time domain corresponds 

to convolution in frequency domain and 

viceversa 

- very important to understand what happens 

when we time sampled signals 

Analog to digital: time sampling Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem 

we can sampling the 

signal by multipling  

reconstruction of 

signal with a filter 

expansion of signal in time domain will contract 

signal in frequency domain (and viceversa) → if 

they overlap is not good → Nyquist-Shannon 

to avoid overlap 

Example: Aliasing in ECG Solution to aliasing (=aliasing filter) 

Aliasing: fenomeno per il 

quale due segnali 

analogici diversi possono 

diventare indistinguibili 

una volta campionati 

- analog filter 

- removes all 

frequencies above the 

cut-off frequenc y (low-

pass filter) 

- allows only frequencies of interest to pass 

(removes high-frequency noise) 

- prevents aliasing 
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2.3.2. Amplitude Quantization 

This step is highly influenced by the acquisition harder that you 

select and by the properties of the analogue and of the digital 

converter which determinate quality of the signal. 

Determining parameters 

- resolution [bit] 

o 3-bit = 23 = 8 (1.25 V steps) 

o 16-bit = 216 = 65’535 (0.00015 V steps) 

- stability (temperature drift / reference voltage)  

- acquisition range: same signal with same resolution BUT different range has different amplitude 

- timing resolution and accuracy 

 

Effect of sampling rate and quantization on sensor resolution 

- incremental encoder with 4000 pulses/rev: sampled at 1000  Hz (period T = 0.001s) 

- angular resolution (quantization step): 360°/4000 = 0.09° (Δ) 

- velocity calculated through differentiation: noise, velocity resolution: Δ/T °/s = 90°/s (!) 

➔ We can increase the resolution of velocity signal by decreasing the 

sampling frequency 

 

 

3. From Offline to Online Processing 

3.1. Digital filtering 

What is typically filtered out? 

- remove high frequency noise: low-pass filter 

- remove low frequency noise (drift): high-pass filter 

- keep frequencies within a certain band: band-pass filter 

- remove power grid noise (e.g. 50Hz): notch filter → in practice is difficult 

In which domain? 

- time domain, e.g. window function 

- frequency domain, e.g. band-pass filter → often easier 

Motivation 

- sensor drift (e.g. through temperature change) 

- sensor noise  

- differentiation noise (acts as high-pass filter) 

 

3.2. Moving average filter 

implementation of filter in time domain done using moving filter (e.g. moving average filter) 

set a window in three points → make a mean of the 

points → new value → done for all points 

Limitation: 

- ! introduction of time delay! 

- frequency ripple → cannot determine exactly which 

frequencies are true 
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3.3. Signals with clear frequency separation (theory) 

 

 

3.4. Example 

- frequency specific filters in frequency domain 

- “cuts“ unwanted frequency content 

- design parameters: cut-off frequencies fL, fH, bandwidth, order of filter, … 

Problem: some frequencies can be partially removed (rimane unicamente una 

parte), some frequency stay whether they are unwanted (quelle bassissime) → theory vs practice! FOTO 

Which type of filter would you use to remove frequency peak at 190 Hz, while retaining the others? → Notch 

filter 

How does the delay of a filter change as the order of the filter increase? → it will become longer 

 

Digital Filtering Filter Delay – MATLAB Example Advanced Filter Design Butterworth Filter 

 

 

 

 

4. Real-Time Control Hardware 

4.1. RT Sampling & Signal Processing Hints 

The “curse” of hardware/reality 

Offline Processing → AFTER measures done (you know all your data and its frequency content) 

- latencies and computation time are irrelevant 

- if sampling theorem is respected, original signal can be reconstructed WITHOUT any loss of 

information 

- complete dataset is available 

- time delay induced by filtering (e.g. movingaverage filter) can be removed by forward and backward 

filtering 

Online → Real time processing (no info about future signal behavior) → Sampling frequency 10-20 times 

over system dynamics ! 

- latencies and computation time are highly relevant 

- sampling theorem is not sufficient to process signal 

- there is no information about the future states of the system → what happens after? → must 

decide protection 

- filtering will introduce delay 
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Example: Real-time EMG-based Gesture Recognition: up to 98.2% classification accuracy in patients without 

overt hand movement → muscular activity is INsufficient to move the hands but sufficient to generate it 

artificially 

 

4.2. Human oriented design example 

- processing load is often too heavy to achieve sufficient sampling rates and realtime signal 

processing 

- Solution: identify perception limits and adapt sampling rate 

- Examples: headphones (20 Hz – 20 kHz), camera (30 Hz), television (50 – 400 Hz), radio, digital 

piano, dull background music during phone call (lowpass with fc~3500 Hz, sampled at 8kHz) etc. 

- Application example: fMRI compatible finger robot 

 

4.3. Fiberoptical Force Sensor for an fMRI-Compatible Robot 

 

- put the fingers and 

moving it 

- plotting of Fourier 

Transforms 

 

 

4.4. RT Sampling & Signal Processing Summary & Hints 

- know your hardware and signals (range, dynamics, noise, latency, etc.) and use knowledge for 

debugging 

- reduce noise through differential measurements and filtering 

- consider implications of selected sampling rate and use appropriate analog antialiasing filter 

- take advantage of pre-amplifier on data acquisition card to increase resolution 

- limit bandwidth to application requirements 

- choose sampling frequency about 10–20 times above system dynamics 

Analog signals are time-continuous and have continuous values. 

 

 

5. Exercise 

a: amplitude 

f: frequency 

can engineer every signal by working on different frequencies → 

every signal contains a variety of frequencies → apply a Fourier 

transform to find these frequencies 

 

Signal sampling: from analogue to digital 

 


